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29 August 2022

Dear Ms Mannering

Please accept this as my submission to the Inquiry into whether the University of Tasmania
Act 1992 is fit for purpose.

My concerns relate to the matters incidental to the Terms of Reference for this Inquiry.

I am a 2018 Master degree graduate: Master of Environmental Governance (Ocean, Polar
and Climate). I chose to study here at Hobart UTAS campus because of its reputation at
that time with professors that had a fantastic reputation in their field and the campus
setting. I have previously completed as Master of Environmental Law at ANU which I also
chose because of the reputation of its Professors and also its green campus setting. I did
not choose to study at either university because of its closeness to a city and shops and
cafes! 

I would like to state here that I am shocked at the intention of this university to move into
tall building in a concrete jungle in amongst traffic, shops, cafes and restaurants. Looking
around the world at universities that have precious green campuses where different
faculties are able to converse with each other I find the dogged attitude of Rufus Black and
the council irresponsible and short sighted. There was no meaningful and fair consultation
with graduates, students, staff about this intention. It flies against the actual provisions of
the University of Tasmania Act 1992 as it is written:

The Act states:

-the University consists of graduates: this has been ignored as none of us were consulted
about the intention to relocate into a concrete jungle
-the University’s function is to advance, transmit and preserve knowledge and learning: it
is now removing lecture halls where students can converse with each other face to face and
instead shoving students into small classrooms or onto zoom and this is NOT compliant
with the Act
-the University is to promote, sustainable teaching and research to international standards
of excellence: in the governing body’s rush to buy up real estate in Hobart at inflated
prices it has shown a lack of, or should I state, failure of economic and social research into
the impacts of decision-making, it has made shockingly poor financial decisions over
many years eg failing to upkeep existing buildings as well as multiple building purchases
in the CBD
-under the Act the university it to have regards to principles of merit and equity and
promote social, cultural and economic welfare of the community: the examples of waste
and extravagance and overspending on property, the lack of input and accountability to the
community and the government when making decisions is a complete disaster. They have
failed to adhere to the terms of the Act in every instance and thus failed my community
and in fact the academic staff who are leaving in droves because of this.
-They have most certainly lost their social license to operate as a high ranking university
(they are now at the bottom of the list) in my reading of the Act because the council and all
management have failed to act in the way it is considered to be the best to advance the
interests of the University. There is a complete lack of accountability to my community
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